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ABSTRACT
Classification and Association rule mining are two basic tasks
of Data Mining. Classification rules mining finds rules that
partition the data into disjoint sets. This paper is based on
MrCAR (Multi-relational Classification Algorithm) and
Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) approach. SOM is a
class of typical artificial neural networks (ANN) with
supervised learning which has been widely used in
classification tasks. For small disjunction mining, we
collocate with a new auto level threshold generation method
in our algorithm to solve the problem of unclassified data of
MrCAR. So, we optimize the classification rate of MrCAR
with SOM network and improve the efficiency of
classification. This approach is highly effective for
classification of various kinds of databases and has better
average classification accuracy in comparison with MrCAR.
Finally the results convincingly demonstrated that our
proposed algorithm has high accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Classification is an important subject in data mining and
machine learning, which has been studied extensively and has
a wide range of applications. Classification based on multiple
relational association rules, also called multiple associative
classifications is a technique for building accurate and
efficient classifier. Classification is to build a model (called
classifier) to predict future data objects for which the class
label is unknown. Associative classification was proposed by
Bing Liu et al [1], which called CBA Algorithm. It refers to
Srikant and Agarwal proposed apriori association rule
[2][3].The apriori association rule is a way to deal with
transaction data of associative mining.
Associative
classification generally contains two steps: first it finds all the
class association rules (CARs) whose right hand sides is a
class label, and then selects strong rules from the CARs to
build a classifier. In this way, associative classification can
generate rules with higher confidence and better
understandability compared to traditional approaches. Thus
associative classification has been studied widely in both
academic world and industrial world, and several effective
algorithm [1][4][5][7] have been proposed successively.
Subsequently, Wenmin Li et al. proposed CMAR algorithm
[6]. The main difference is adding a concept of multiple classassociation rules in CMAR algorithm. In short, it is using two
or more rules for predicting a class of test instance, and it
replaces traditional method of using only one rule in
classification phase. After calculating a weight, classifier will
take the highest weight of class group, and then using it
classifies a test instance. Finally, it had been demonstrated

that using multiple rules classification can obtain good
accuracy. Since 1980 Robert C.Holte argued the problem of
small disjunction. The small disjunction problem means that a
rule may be important for some instances but own low support
so that the rule would be removed in rule mining phase. So
according to this problem the accuracy may be decreased
[8].CMAR used support and confidence been association rule
threshold and it lies in support characteristic of downwardsclosure to reduce calculation cost, so as to cut down the
training cost. But it may cause a problem that some important
rules may be losing, so that some instances may not be able to
classified correctly. If we decrease minsup to find out these
low support rules, then we meet a large no. of rules and noise
rules to be generated. However the existing multiple
association classification algorithm do not good accuracy
which are used classify accurately. In the successive manner,
another approach MrCAR, for associative classification which
can be applied in multi-relational data environment. The main
idea of MrCAR is to mine relevant features of each class label
in each table respectively, and generate strong classification
rules. By relevant features, we mean two kinds of frequent
close itemsets: single table itemsets in the target table and
cross table itemsets in non-target tables. In this paper we
propose new classification techniques through integration of
MrCAR and Self Organizing Map (SOM) network to improve
the classification accuracy. This algorithm consist of two
steps: firstly find out the association rules with the help of
frequent pattern mining and correlations among these rules to
classify the data set and then auto-label threshold generation
in the form of winner of the trainer and learner itemsets of the
Self Organizing Map (SOM) network. Kohonen’s SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) [9] tries to emulate the development
of topological maps in the brain using locally interconnected
networks and an algorithm based on local neighborhoods. The
cerebral cortex of the brain is arranged as a two-dimensional
plane of neurons and spatial mappings are used to model
complex inputs. These maps can successfully approximate
high-dimensional input spaces by extracting invariant features
of the input signals and maintaining topological relationships
between them in lower dimensions. This means that
topological relationships in external stimuli are preserved and
complex multidimensional data can be represented in a lower
dimensional space. In other words, the SOM can produce an
ordered low dimensional representation of an input data
space. Typically such input data is complex and highdimensional with data elements being related to each other in
a nonlinear fashion.
.
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organizing maps are different from other artificial neural
networks in the sense that they use a neighborhood function to
preserve the topological properties of the input space.

2. METHODS
2.1 CMAR
CMAR algorithm was proposed by wenmin li et al
2001[6][10]. The major feature is using multiple rules to
classify an instance. In the past, the first thing is to sort all of
the rules of classification in associative classification. The
sorting priority is ordered by confidence>support>length of
rule. It is an order to evaluate what rules have own the highest
priority for using. In classification phase, the first thing is to
scan rules from high priority to low, and then take the first
matched rule to classify test instance. After finding the first
matched rule, we will use the rule’s class to classify test
instances. However CMAR algorithm is unlike single rule
classification method. It adopts multiple class association
rules to classify test instance.
This algorithm consists of two phases: Rule generation and
Classification.
In first phase rule generation, CMAR computes the complete
set of rules in the form of
R: P→C
Where P is a pattern in the training data set and C is a class
label such that sup(R) and conf(R) pass the given support and
confidence thresholds respectively follows ,CMAR prunes
some rules and only select a subset of high quality rules for
classification.
In the second phase classification, CMAR is a multiple class
association rules algorithm. When a test instance will be
classified, CMAR algorithm will select a member of rules.
Then, pick out the rule group which one of the rule groups has
own the highest weighted chi-square (X2) to classify test
instances. Trivially, if all the rules matched the new object
have the same class label, CMAR just simply assigns that
label to the new object if the rules are not consistent in class
labels, MAR’s divides into groups according to class labels.
All rules in a group share the same class label and each group
has a distinct label. To compare the strongest group, CMAR
algorithm will calculate their weighted X2. Then the class of
the maximal weighted X2 of group is selected to classify test
instances..

weighted X 2  

On the role of self organizing map among neural network
model
The network architecture and signal processes used to model
nervous system can roughly be divided into three categories,
each based on a different philosophy. Feed forward networks
[11] transform sets of input signals into sets of output signals.
The desired input-output transformation is usually determined
by external, supervised adjustment of the system parameters.
In feedback networks [12], the input information defines the
initial activity state of a feedback system, and after state
transitions the asymptotic final state is identified as the
outcome of the computation. In the third category,
neighboring cells in a neural network compete in their
activities by means of mutual laterals interactions, and
develop adaptively into specific detectors of different signal
patterns. In this category learning is called competitive,
unsupervised or self organizing
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The given figure (1) [13] shows a square grid, each grid point
is a vector containing the descriptor values. The grid wraps
round the edges and the grid is initialized with random
vectors
Training the Map

Each descriptor vector in the training set is
presented to all grid points.

Select the closest matching grid point based
on minimum Euclidean distance

2

Max X computes the upper bound of X value of the rules. In
the areas of weighted calculation, CMAR algorithm adds X 2testing conception called weighted X2

2.2 SOM (kohonen’s self-organizing map)
A self organizing map (SOM) or self organizing feature
map[9] is a type of artificial neural network that is trained
using unsupervised learning to produce a low dimensional
(typically two dimensional),disritized representation of the
input space of the trained samples, called a map. Self
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Modify the selected grid point and it neighbors.
Degree of modification reduces with each training
iteration.

Specific neighborhood of j and for all i, calculate the new
weight.
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wij (new)  wij (old )  [ xi  wij (old )]
The Learning Factor
α (t) is termed the learning factor. Some properties of the
function are:
1. 0 < α < 1
2. Decreases monotonically with time
3. When α = 0, learning stops
4. α can be varied in several ways

Constant decrement

Function of training iteration

Recursive -

  t  1  0.5 (t )

2.3 MrCAR (multi-relational associative
classification algorithm)
A multi-relational associative classification algorithm has the
idea of class recurrent closed itemset [17]. A CRCI is a
recurrent closed itemset which contains a class label and an
itemset, so it at least contains 2 items. Only CRCIs do we care
because they reproduce the associations between class labels
and other itemsets. By means of these itemsets we can
produce classification rules. The Algorithm has three stepsStep 1: Drawing out multi-relational CRCIs.
Step 2: generate multi-relational classification rules.
Step 3: Predicting class labels bases on the rules.
First of all, we need to extract CRCIs from multi-relational
datasets. The algorithm for drawing out CRCIs is described
below
Function GenCRCIs
Main steps:
1 for each table T in the input database
2
produce a set of initial nodes: ITPairs;
3
Charm Extend (ITPairs, C);
4
for each itemset c in C
5
CRCI = Union (c, label);
6
if (T is the target table)
7
CRCI.tids = Intersection (c.tids, label.tids);
8
sup Count = CRCI.tids.size ();
9 else
//T is a non-target table
10
supCount = 0;
11
for each tuple t in c.tids
12
t has a set of target tuple IDs: IDSets;
13
get the number of labels in IDSets: n;
14
supCount += n;
15 if (supCount satisfy minsup) keep the CRCI;
This Algorithm shows the main steps to mine CRCIs. Line 12 represents the initialization of the algorithm. In line 3
algorithm CHARM [14][15] to discover all of the recurrent
closed itemsets and store them in C. Thus we have generated
all the recurrent closed itemsets without class labels. Line 4-5
combines each recurrent closed itemset with a class label to
produce candidate CRCIs. Line 6-8 calculates the support
count (denoted as supCount) of a particular table CRCI. A
candidate CRCI is got by combining a recurrent closed
itemset c in a non-target table with a class label in the target
table. The key is to calculate the support count of the
candidate CRCI to check if it satisfies minsup. Line 9-14
shows the process. Support count is initialized to zero. For an

itemset c and a class label, we first get its tids which
correspond to a set of non-target tuples containing c. Line 1214 deals each such tid as follows: for each nontarget tuple we
have a set of target tuple IDs through the method of tuple ID
propagation. The number of the tuples in the set that contain
the class label is counted and is added to supCount. We repeat
the steps in Line 12-14 until all tuples in c’s tids have been
processed. Thus we can get the support count of a cross table
CRCI and check if we need keep it or not. After the drawing
out multi-relational CRCIs in a relational database, it’s time to
generate classification rules from CRCIs. A classification rule
is an implication of the form X→L, where X (called head) is
an itemset and L is a class Label. The confidence of a
classification rule, conf (X→L), is (sup (XL)/sup (X))*100%.
Our target is to produce all the classification rules that satisfy
the user-specified minimum confidence threshold (called
minconf) from CRCIs. We perform classification on a set of
test tuples and evaluate the performance of the rules produced
in the last step. In MrCAR, tuples are classified one by one.
Generally one tuple could be covered by multiple
classification rules, say n rules. The n rules are ranked by their
confidences and build a classifier (R1, R2… Rn, Default
Class), where conf (Ri) ≥ conf (Rj) (i<j). In classifying a test
tuple, the rule with the highest confidence will classify it. If
there are multiple rules with equal highest confidence, we
utilize voting. If no rule satisfies the test tuple, the default
class, which is the majority class in the training set, is selected
as the class label we predict.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Classification on a set of test tuples and estimate the
performance of the rules produced. Due to the study of
previously proposed multi-relational classification algorithms
shows that in classification of multi-dimensional association
rule mining, classification faced problem of continuity of
frequency rules [18]. The multiple classification rules are
approved by their support and confidence, which are used to
build a classifier. In classifying the test tuples, the rules with
the maximum confidence will classify it. But these entire
algorithm Based on support and confidence threshold
framework, which arising small disjunction mining problem.
Due to Generation of weight and maintained of weight value
of support difficult [19]. Therefore, we collocate with a new
auto level threshold generation method in our algorithm to
solve the problem of small disjununction mining. So, we
optimize the classification rate of MrCAR with SOM network
approach to classification of assorted kinds of databases.
Finally the results demonstrated that our proposed algorithm
has high accuracy. If there are multiple rules with equal
maximum confidence then we use selection. If no rules satisfy
the test tuples the default class, which is the majority class in
the training set, is selected as class label.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this paper we have used UCI multivariate characteristics
wine dataset. This wine dataset attribute characteristics are
real and integer for associated task of classification. The
experiments were performed on Windows 7, 64 bits and Intel
i3 core (350) and 3GByte RAM. The program was developed
by MATLAB 7.8(2009) version. The experiments point of
view settings are according to the most common settings in
associative classification algorithm. The support threshold
(minsupport) is set to 1% and confidence (minconfidence) is
varied from .1 to 1% and optimizes the accuracy and
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efficiency on both methods, MrCAR and MrCAR-SOM.We
compare MrCAR with MrCAR-SOM in our Experiments.

MrCAR vs MrCAR-SOM

Algorithms

MrCAR

MrCAR-SOM

Accuracy

82.6748

90.6706

Efficiency

1.8298

2.4039

40

40

Generated Rules

Table. 1: Comparison between MrCAR, MrCAR-SOM
From the experiment we can see that in database MrCARSOM predicts more precisely than MrCAR. It validates again
that multi-relational classification algorithm with SOM
network has higher accuracies than traditional algorithms.
However MrCAR is not as efficient as MrCAr-SOM. The
results are shown in figures below.

MrCAR vs MrCAR-SOM

Accuracy

95
90
85

Accuracy of
MrCAR

80
75
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Generated Rules

Where MrCAR-SOM is our implemented program which is
execute in multi-relational environment and shows that
MrCAR-SOM has high accuracy.

Accuracy of
MrCAR-SOM

confidence

Run-Time

4
3
2

Run-Time of
MrCAR

1
0
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Run-Time of
MrCAR-SOM

Confidence
Fig. 3: Comparison of efficiency between MrCAR and
MrCAR-SOM on different confidenc.

Generated rules
in MrCAR

100
50
0
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
Confidence

Generated rules
in MrCARSOM

Fig. 4: Comparison of generated Rules between MrCAR
and MrCAR-aSOM on different confidence.
From the above figures,we can see that MrCAR-SOM achives
excellent accuracy. It is more efficient that MrCAR approach.
Our proposed classification algorithm accuracy is 90.6706,
which accuracy is 7.9958 greater than MrCAR algorithm
accuracy 82.6748.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper, introduced a different associative classification
algorithm in multi-relational environment, MrCAR-SOM.
Experiment results show that MrCAR-SOM gets higher
accuracy and efficiency compared to existing multi-relational
algorithm. The rules produced by MrCAR-SOM have a more
comprehensive depiction of databases. In this paper we find
recurrent itemset and produce classification rules with the
help of support-confidence structure. It may discover more
significant features of each class label by using related
measures extending current framework.
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